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Nexam St Andrews breaks production record
Nexam Chemicals production site in St Andrews Scotland have during
the year of 2018 broken previous production records. At the site,
Nexam Chemicals most advanced and high performing unique molecules are manufactured. The demand for NEXIMID® and NEXAMITE®
have increased during the year and the volumes manufactured exceed all previous years.
” We have had an exciting year with many interesting challenges where we have carried out a
continuous work with improvements. The ever-increasing demand for our products has shown a
need for greater capacity. With work focused on process development, we have succeeded in improving and streamlining manufacturing processes that in turn have increased capacity. As a result, manufactured volumes in relation to the input of working hours has increased drastically
throughout the year. This work, in combination with an increased number of co-workers enable
even greater progress to be made during next year.” Says David Milne, Production Manager at
Nexam St Andrews.
Note: This press release has been translated from Swedish. The Swedish text shall govern for all purposes and prevail in
case of any discrepancy with the English version.

For further information, please contact:
Anders Spetz, VD, +46-703 47 97 00, anders.spetz@nexamchemical.com
__________________________________________________________________________
About Nexam Chemical
Nexam Chemical develops technology and products that make it possible to significantly improve
the production process and properties of most types of plastics in a cost-effective manner and
with retained production technology. The improved properties include strength, toughness, temperature and chemical resistance as well as service life. The improvements in properties that can
be achieved by using Nexam Chemical's technology make it possible to replace metals and other
heavier or more expensive materials with plastics in a number of applications. In applications
where plastic is already used, Nexam Chemicals products can improve the manufacturing process,
reducing material use and enable more environmental friendly alternatives. Example of commercial applications: pipe manufacturing, foam production and high-performance plastics. More information about the business will be found on www.nexamchemical.com. The company´s Certified Adviser is FNCA Sweden AB.
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